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Key: Maze of Illusions is a game with an exhilarating action packed story, where your decisions and
choices will heavily determine the result of the events. The game will take place in 3 worlds: earth,
hell and heaven. Through the 33 rooms of the dungeon, in which are divided into 3 worlds, players

will have to find the keys to open the doors. But don't forget to beware of traps and enemies, in
order to overcome these obstacles and solve the puzzles, you will have to walk, jump, run and shoot.
In addition, 3 challenging bosses will be waiting to be defeated. Features: - Detailed and beautiful, a

thrilling story, and free-roaming levels. - 3 languages (English, Portuguese, Spanish). - 3 difficulty
levels (easy, medium and hard). - Dynamic lighting, making the game even more beautiful and

interesting. - Game is really not easy: difficult traps, puzzles and endless enemies. - Voice and text
descriptions. - Supports PS4 controller. - Controller support not released yet. (coming soon) - Key:

Maze of Illusions is a game with an exhilarating action packed story.Your decisions and choices will
heavily determine the result of the events. -Game takes place in 3 worlds: Earth, Hell and Heaven. -
Through the 33 rooms of the dungeon, in which are divided into 3 worlds, players will have to find

the keys to open the doors. - But don't forget to beware of traps and enemies, in order to overcome
these obstacles and solve the puzzles, you will have to walk, jump, run and shoot. -In addition, 3

challenging bosses will be waiting to be defeated. -Features detailed, beautiful and intense
gameplay. - 3 languages (English, Portuguese, Spanish). - 3 difficulty levels (easy, medium and

hard). - 3 difficulty levels (easy, medium and hard). - Dynamic lighting, making the game even more
beautiful and interesting. - Game is not so easy: difficult traps, puzzles and endless enemies. - Voice
and text descriptions. - Game supports PS4 controller. - Controller support not released yet. (coming
soon) - Languages: English, Spanish, Portuguese. In stock Code: APCPCE More pictures: Condition:

Brand New Material: Polyester Care instructions: Wash at 40° C, Do not bleach,
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Easy game installation
Game auto updates

Improved computer graphics, resolution and performance
Fully optimized game logic

Over 600 hours of gameplay
A new main campaign

New dungeons
Goblin PvP

Game Contents:

2 x Goblin Goblin's Battle Axe and Gold Goblin Guardian Defenders
2 x Goblin Golden Goblet
2 x Goblin Goblin's Ambassador and Goblins with Baronial Armour
2 x Goblin Tall Tree Trunk
2 x Goblin Goblin's Trap
1 x Kestrel Warbird

Contents List:

Goblin Summer Camp - Golden Goblin Supporter Pack
0xc6eb7c59668a97d319f9b05fab6d534b61288a48
Google Play Store ID
Key [13565634] 
Version
and email
Date of purchase
Price
Release version
Micro Code
Content List

Directions 

Before purchasing the Golden Goblin Supporter Pack, please read carefully all the instructions at the game's
webpage.

FAQ:

Why do I need to enter my e-mail address?
What is Micro Code?
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